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Trump views Australia as Insignificant
by cyd Thursday, Feb 16 2017, 11:31pm
international / prose / post

Hilarious!

Reactive, imbecile Trump tells truth about America’s regard for Australia, insignificant!
Referring to the call between himself and Oz PM Malcolm ‘useless’ Turnbull, the US
president, regarded the call as “unimportant”, which view is clearly a smack in the gob
of Mr harbour side mansion, supreme narcissist, Turnbull -- you’ve really got to laugh
when two distinctly flawed personalities lock weenies.

Turnbull

However, it should serve as a wake-up call to the NATION of Australia, as it is clear that the US
takes Australia’s disgustingly obsequious, slavish, ‘yez bozz,’ servitude for granted. And why
wouldn't it after the likes of John Howard, Rudd and Gillard who all knee-walked to Washington to
the point where Oz is now taken for granted and permanently occupied by US troops and
furthermore, Canberra has allowed the US to use Australia as a convenient platform from which to
launch attacks on China, which of course has earned gutless, apron-stringed Australia the status of
primary nuclear target in the event of American provoked hostilities -- a price not worth paying in
any circumstance. So well done, subservient, knee-walking Canberra politicians, which compete with
each over who returns from Washington with the greatest amount of custard on their face. If nothing
else it clearly demonstrates that grovelling Canberra politicians are not REAL Aussies, which breed
bends a knee to no man.

Now watch Turnbull try and deflect from the face-slapping insult when he could easily make an issue
of the many American essential surveillance installations on our soil, which I would add, Australians
are banned from entering -- give me a break! There may be convict blood in my family but there is
no slave blood.

Need I now highlight the fact that the major parties do NOT represent the Australia people but serve
foreign interests over the needs of the nation/people -- who gave permission to any government to
compromise Australia to the extent of becoming a primary nuclear target, no-one, I could
comfortably assert? Except of course our treasonous foreign-serving Canberra politicians, which if
truth is served, no-one except the big business 1% have need of!

There is vast and varied talent in this country but big business/media support those who serve them
not the people or the nation, so wonder no more why things are as they are. Of course the problem is
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easily solved by boycotting the major parties in every election, state, federal and local; shut these
self-serving narcissists out permanently and elect representative true blue Aussies into office, EASY!
This nation’s strategic location, abundant resources and talented population provide everything we
need and the last thing we need is a dose of American chaos and lunacy.

All we need know to act appropriately is that major parties support big business and elite foreign
interests. Enough said.
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